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J. C. SHEPHERDSON elements of the form (C(, u) , where u runs through all integer values, and let
L(C a )
denote the set of elements less than all elements of C α . Then we can easily prove (i) C α is a chain,
(ii) the elements of F which are comparable with all elements of C a belong to We note secondly that it follows easily from the definition of '<' that since C is a chain, all elements of C of length > i have the same ith term.
In view of these two observations, it follows that we may define a unique sequence rc l3 ra 2 ? ^3 ? * *' °f integers by putting n( equal to the common ith term of the elements of C of length greater than i. Now let A be the set consisting of all sequences (X such that Oίj <_nι for 1 <_ i < l{d) and Cί/( α ) = rc/( α ) + l This set A is easily seen to be a maximal anti-chain, so by hypothesis there exists an element (X belonging to C and A. Let j8 be any element of C of greater length than (X. Since (X, β G C they are comparable, so, since l(β) > ί(Ci),
we must have (X < j8. From the definition of n\ 9 n 2 , •••? we have Ctj = nι for i < I (α) and, since α < β,°Ί 
